VIDA® SECURE SENTRY
Comprehensive Cybersecurity Care

VIDA Secure Sentry provides quarterly releases of publicly-available, government-adopted Security Technical Implementation Guides (STIGs) and vendor-released patches addressing Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE). STIGs are a collection of recommended settings and configurations that support the risk management process of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) for improving security on communications systems.

L3Harris applies NIST guidance to test updates on the VIDA system, ensuring compatibility with applications prior to making VIDA Secure Sentry releases. Our cybersecurity engineers also identify the highest priority CVEs which need to be addressed with interim patches. When critical vulnerabilities are identified, an Information Security Notice is issued to communicate vital information to all customers.

KEY BENEFITS
> Enhanced protection against latest cybersecurity threats based on Department of Defense (DoD) STIGs
> New releases are tested and proven compatible with VIDA system
> Quarterly patches include updates for third-party software
> Quarterly network security scan option verifies successful VIDA Secure Sentry implementation
VIDA SECURE SENTRY—ONGOING PROTECTION FOR YOUR VIDA COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

> Obtains Vulnerability Management Program Alerts and Bulletins issued by the DoD Computer Emergency Response Center and applies applicable remediation efforts in quarterly releases
> Maintains a plan of action and milestones for any outstanding Information Assurance Vulnerability Management Alerts, bulletins and corresponding updates not yet included in current release content
> Applies relevant software security updates as available from third-party vendors
> Tests updates to confirm they do not degrade or compromise system functionality within standard-supported configurations on a dedicated VIDA system
> Includes documentation for installation, recommended configuration changes, and identified issues and remediation for each update releases

TELEPHONE SUPPORT
The Technical Assistance Center (TAC) in Lynchburg, Virginia provides telephone support for installation from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. (EST), Monday through Friday, excluding Holidays.


SUBSCRIPTION OPTIONS
VIDA Secure Sentry subscriptions can be purchased as part of an L3Harris Infrastructure Managed Services plan on an annual basis or through discounted multi-year plans. Fees are based on the size and complexity of the customer’s system.

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION
The single-year commitment is paid annually. The plan allows the first-time buyer to discover the investment value of VIDA Secure Sentry without making a long-term commitment.

MULTI-YEAR SINGLE INSTALLMENT
This plan offers a significant discount for a one-time payment covering several years of VIDA Secure Sentry.

MULTI-YEAR ANNUAL PAYMENT
Get a fixed annual fee for a multi-year commitment which improves long-term planning with a predictable cost over the term of the contract.